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Great Britain...

The county of Kent...

The UNESCO World Heritage site and university city of Canterbury, with its cathedral, founded in 597 AD...

Home to Canterbury Christ Church University...

Welcome to Canterbury Christ Church University

And to Dr Alan Meades

Hello and welcome to Arcade Tales 4...

Arcades, Histories, Photographs.

Dr Alan Meades
Principal Lecturer in Digital Design
School of Media Art & Design
LET ME JUST BEAT RYU AND I’LL BE RIGHT WITH YOU...

AHHH...

NO... COME ON, COME ON, COME ON! AHHH...

NO, NO, NO...

DAMN.

OR GET BEATEN BY RYU.

YOU LOSE
My name is Alan Meades. I'm a play researcher and Arcade Tales is my project.

In this issue I want to talk about the George Wilson Archive of Arcade Photography, and the reasoning behind Arcade Tales.

Have you seen the other Arcade Tales comics?

But first, let's think a little about arcade history and the background to Arcade Tales.

When we think about arcades it's normal to focus on Japan and America...

These were the countries where arcade machines were mostly produced, and as a result arcades became visible and socially important...

We're now starting to see researchers explore arcade and video game histories...

But they tend to be limited to those American perspectives.
but the American arcade experience was the product of some very specific circumstances, and quite different to elsewhere in the world...

America saw the most pronounced expansion of arcade video game visibility following their invention in the 1970s. Their sudden presence, in shops, malls and arcades, was tainted by deep-running negative associations and distrust...

that's fine of course, I'm all for any discussion of play cultures...

in 1942, New York mayor Fiorello La Guardia took action against the mob by banning pinball machines from the city altogether. Los Angeles and Chicago then did the same.

During the 1920s prohibition era gangsters installed coin-operated games, including pinballs in their illegal bars. They amassed huge numbers of pinball machines that remained profitable long after prohibition ended...

The public then associated gaming with organised crime and moral decline...

During the 1920s prohibition era gangsters installed coin-operated games, including pinballs in their illegal bars. They amassed huge numbers of pinball machines that remained profitable long after prohibition ended...

The public then associated gaming with organised crime and moral decline...

in 1942, me, new york mayor fiorello la guardia took action against the mob by banning pinball machines from the city altogether. los angeles and chicago then did the same.

let's dump this trash in the river boys!

even though they arrived after the pinball bans had been lifted, concerned members of the public, like Mrs Ronnie Lamm, called for restrictions on video games and arcades. the fears? moral decline, delinquency, drug abuse, crime...

concerns validated when US Surgeon General C Everett Koop was reported to have said...

video games may be hazardous to the health of young people
but it's important to phone home and remember that even though the crashes were catastrophic in North America, other places such as the UK, hardly even noticed them at all.

lots of which ended up in a certain landfill in Alamogordo, New Mexico.

American histories are also deeply scarred by memory of the arcade crash of 1982 and the home video game crash that followed a year later...

the bottom line is that because of expansion there were too many arcades, too many video games, and too few customers to generate turnover...

the home crash was the product of similar circumstance: a glut of poor-quality games sat on shelves and reduced consumer confidence. games like pac-man and E.T. for the Atari 2600.

This history is also a product of specific commercial contexts.

America is home to many of the individuals and companies that created the video game industry. People such as me, Nolan Bushnell, naturally I'm proud of what we all achieved, and want to have it recorded correctly.

And it's only natural that American histories turn to the creators and the machines that they invented. Those are really important stories... they're just not the only important stories...

American histories are also a product of specific commercial contexts. and it's only natural that American histories turn to the creators and the machines that they invented. Those are really important stories... they're just not the only important stories...
The presence of younger kids and adults made these spaces unpalatable to all but the most patient adolescent arcade goers. And gradually the number of arcades dwindled and with it public concern.

These photographs tend to consist of occasional party snaps, and even screen grabs from films. They tap into an undercurrent of nostalgia. So they diversified...

Let's not forget about the concerned parents, kids! American arcades had it tough, regulation on one side and falling profits on the other... so they diversified.

In family entertainment centers, video games were seen as part of the entertainment mix alongside soft-play areas, food courts and children's parties. Many also often adopted a strict policy of no unaccompanied minors...

The presence of younger kids and adults made these spaces unpalatable to all but the most patient adolescent arcade goers, and gradually the number of arcades dwindled and with it public concern.

Many became family entertainment centers like Nolan Bushnell's Chuck E. Cheese's Pizza Time Theatre...

Many felt the crashes marked the death of the video game craze, and for a few years afterwards there was little appetite for creating hardware or software... This began to change after the Nintendo Entertainment System was released in 1985, with its seal of quality assurance and platform controls...

These prevented oversupply and maintained profitability... and ushered in a shift towards the juvenilization of video game play.

And now many people fondly recall their arcade experiences, both before and after the crashes... Time Out Tunne...

Due to their relative scarcity, people cherish photographs of arcades, sharing and celebrating them online in groups like...

Flickr's Growing Up in the Arcades 1979-89. These photographs tend to consist of occasional party snaps, and even screen grabs from films. They tap into an undercurrent of nostalgia.
While nostalgic websites of party snaps are great, Stanford University has a far more useful and interesting resource... the Bay Area Arcades photographs by renowned photographer Ira Nowinski.

While a lot of the content in Nowinski’s photographs is familiar to someone from the UK, there’s something slightly foreign, slightly out of place to it... I’m thrilled to announce that Canterbury Christ Church University has acquired the George Wilson Archive of Arcade Photography: an archive in many ways comparable to Stanford’s Ira Nowinski collection, but from a British perspective. This collection, acquired by the University in 2011, is considered the largest and most coherent collection of arcade photography in the world.

It contains over 600 images from Californian arcades in 1981 and 1982 - a true glimpse into the arcades before the crash. Nowinski’s photographs are an important social document, and wonderful images in their own right...
While this is all great, Stanford University has an even more important resource... the Bay Area arcades photographs by renowned photographer Ira Nowinski.

George Wilson’s Archive of Arcade Photography invites us to change the focus of discussion of arcade history from America...

And what about a history of Japanese arcades, or those from other countries? We know so little about them. I hope my version of American arcade history wasn’t too simplified... it’s just a sketch after all...

Ok, so... the UK is a small country with a fairly large population. In the mid 1800s during the Industrial Revolution, the population shifted, concentrating around the major cities, such as London, Manchester, and Birmingham. People worked in the dirty cities and sought escape in the great outdoors...

I’ll play as Ken, that’ll do it!

Nothing unusual there then... but importantly, nowhere in the UK is more than 70 miles from the coast. As working city populations demanded places to relax and unwind away from the smog and nose of the city, seaside holiday resorts became popular.

Places such as Margate, Blackpool, Eastbourne, Skegness, and Herne Bay became places for leisure, entertainment, and license. Part of this pleasure was the availability of coin-operated amusements suddenly available to the masses.
While this is all great, Stanford University has an even more important resource...

This was leisure on an industrialised Victorian scale, where technology was central to the experience. One resort, Ramsgate, built a train station directly on the edge of the sands...

Hundreds of thousands of holidaymakers stepped straight onto the promenade lined with arcades and amusements.

As the transport infrastructure improved and people became more accustomed to holidaying by the sea the resorts expanded and the arcades became highly competitive and lucrative...

The arcades with the most compelling and advanced entertainments got the largest crowds and the most income...

The arrival of video games was just part of the 150 year-old story of technological amusements. New machines simply joined those that had come before...

The arcades with the most compelling and advanced entertainments got the largest crowds and the most income...

And they adopted a seasonal arms-war, as each strove to install the latest novel, coin-operated technologies.

Whether it was a peek at what the butler saw on a mutoscope...

Playing a pinball...

Or a game of Ms Pac-Man.

Spinning a ball-bearing around an Allwin gambling machine...

While some video game only arcades did appear, the largest and most resilient arcades were still those found by the sea.
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TECHNOLOGY AND LEISURE ISN'T UNIQUE TO THE UK OF COURSE; IT IS JUST THAT ARCADES INTRODUCED VIDEO GAMES MORE SLOWLY THAN IN SOME PLACES ELSEWHERE...

AND THAT VIDEO GAMES THEN SAT ALONGSIDE OTHER WELL-ESTABLISHED PRACTICES AND CULTURAL PECULIARITIES...

...THAT ARE RARELY, IF AT ALL DISCUSSED, SUCH AS THE HISTORIC ACCEPTANCE OF GAMBLING, INCLUDING PENNY FALLS AND FRUIT MACHINES...

THE PRESENCE OF LOW-STAKES GAMBLING MACHINES IS CRITICAL IN UNDERSTANDING THE SOCIAL DYNAMICS OF THE BRITISH ARCADE...

...AND LINKS WITH ATTITUDES OF PERMISSIVE LICENSE THAT HARKS BACK TO THE SUMMER HOLIDAY. LET'S MAKE IT CLEAR...

IN THE BRITISH ARCADE IT WAS ENTIRELY NORMAL FOR CHILDREN TO BE SEEN USING GAMBLING MACHINES.

AS A KID I WOULD OFTEN PONDER WHETHER TO SPEND MY LAST MONEY ON A VIDEO GAME OR TO GAMBLE IT IN A FRUITIE. IF IT 'PAID OUT' I COULD THEN KEEP PLAYING FOR LONGER...

AND AS I WAS SURROUNDED BY OTHER KIDS MAKING THE SAME CHOICES I SOON LEARNED THE MOST RELIABLE MACHINES FOR RETURN. WE DEVELOPED A GROUP KNOWLEDGE...

...AND AN UNEASY CULTURE OF COMPETITION AND COOPERATION AS WE EACH STROVE TO MAXIMISE OUR WINNINGS. WE WERE SOMETIMES IN COMPETITION WITH EACH OTHER...

BUT ALWAYS IN COMPETITION WITH THE ARCADE!

LOW-STAKES GAMBLING WAS EVER PRESENT IN THE ARCADE, IT BECAME PART OF ITS SOCIAL FABRIC...

...AND AN UNEXPECTED JACKPOT MIGHT RADICALLY ALTER THE PATH OF A WHOLE DAY OR WEEKEND.
Like their US counterparts, British arcades had their own challenges to deal with... As a result of their seaside location, when foreign package holidays became affordable, the old resorts quietened and arcade profits fell....

That money got spent on the Costa Brava! And who could blame them! Where's my sangria?

In addition, the UK had a vibrant home computer scene with the BBC Micro and the Sinclair ZX Spectrum... These were promoted by the BBC and in schools for their educational potential...

Boring!

But there were also lots of video games available for them! Like the manic miner who became Jet Set Willy! These must have competed with the arcade on some level....

But the arcade was rarely wholly focused on video games and so was rather resilient...

Tastes had changed before and they'd change again. The arcade just continued to offer something different, something unavailable elsewhere....
In addition to the machines and the games, arcades were liberal spaces for adolescents to hang around (and smoke) in, but still under the detached protection of arcade workers who maintained order.

People also regarded British arcades with some disdain, but nowhere like the level as their American counterparts... Perhaps best expressed in kids TV show Grange Hill, and its storyline about poor old Zammo, who got hooked on heroin after getting involved with an arcade gang!

An experience pretty much uncontested until the rise of 16-bit computers and consoles like the Super Nintendo Entertainment System...

And the moment your parents casually asked if a gang had ever approached you when playing Dig-Dug...

Of course not! Instead for many people, myself included, the arcade was a pretty blissful place to play new technology, meet friends, and avoid adults.

And the arcade did this with aplomb!

And then the arcade video games no longer felt quite so compelling.

They were free from the judgemental gaze of adults and parents.

An experience pretty much uncontested until the rise of 16-bit computers and consoles like the Super Nintendo Entertainment System...

The SNES had a great conversion of Street Fighter 2.

I played it so much over Christmas 1992 that my thumb bled.
They simply continued giving the public something new, and although the number of arcades has reduced, they still do that to this day. That's pretty much the potted history of the UK arcade...

Who is collecting our history? Up until now, pretty much nobody. And that's not right, is it... Uh?

Sure, we've preserved the machines and the games, but what about the players? What about the workers? What about their histories?

Well, Arcade Tales is a project to do precisely that... Shall I continue?

Once the SNES came along, arcades adapted. They embraced dancing games, shooting games, large driving cabs, and then ticket redemption machines...

Hey! But hang on! This is turning into one of those stories about machines and industry! What about a story, about the players and their play!

Hey! But hang on! This is turning into one of those stories about machines and industry! What about a story, about the players and their play!

Sure, we've preserved the machines and the games, but what about the players? What about the workers? What about their histories?

Well, Arcade Tales is a project to do precisely that... Shall I continue?
OK, so let's take a look at the UK... to the south-east coast, sixty miles from London... about ten miles west along the coast from my home town is the wonderful seaside resort of Herne Bay.

Herne Bay is a Victorian resort built along a Promenade spanning its long shingle beach, this is known as the Front...

The Front is full of shops, restaurants, and amusements, including a number of arcades. Some of the arcades, such as Cain's Amusements have been owned by the same families for decades.

Slightly pinball obsessed, I met Shaun as he completed his degree in photography. Shaun's final project was about pinball collectors... he knew all about arcade tales!

Shaun Vincent grew up in Herne Bay and has fond memories of the Front...
Shaun is good friends with Scott Turner, the general manager of Cain’s Arcade...

One day Shaun and Scott were talking about arcades and photography...

You know, Shaun, you should really talk with George. He’s always taking photos of Herne Bay and he used to work in the arcade back in the 1980s!

And that’s what Shaun did... George Wilson had been photographing Herne Bay for decades...

Using his camera to document the place, events, and people.

That’s really interesting, George. I was wondering though, did you ever take any photographs in the arcades?

I did take a few. Let me dig some out for you to take a look at.

And when Shaun saw the photographs he was amazed. They were showing things you so rarely see.
Dr. Karen Shepherdson, Director of the South East Archive of Seaside Photography (SEAS) also agreed...

And SEAS paid for Shaun to scan, review, and organise, George’s photographs.

Shaun returned to see George and collected a stack of negatives and contact sheets...

At this stage we had no idea what other images George’s archive would contain.

I was amazed too!

These remind me of Nowinski’s awesome work!

When Shaun was finished we were thrilled by what we saw...

Shaun, do you realise how important these images are?

Yes Alan, yes I think I do!

Yes Alan, yes I think I do!

These remind me of Nowinski’s awesome work!

When Shaun was finished we were thrilled by what we saw...

At this stage we had no idea what other images George’s archive would contain.

On the left, an image from Stanford University’s Ira Nowinski Bay Area Arcades collection...

And on the right, one of George Wilson’s UK Herne Bay Arcade photographs.

And SEAS paid for Shaun to scan, review, and organise, George’s photographs.

There were over 480 photographs from Herne Bay arcades a few from elsewhere in the UK, taken in 1981 to 1983.
But no surprise, George is a serious photographer...

He had studied at Newport College of Art under the tutelage of Magnum photographer David Hurn...

Founder of the School of Documentary Photography, one of the finest photography programmes in the world.

When George finished his studies he moved to Canterbury with his wife, but Herne Bay called...

We didn’t have any money, neither of us had a job, I was walking down the seafront one day and I saw an advert for Bingo Callers at Cain’s Arcade. I hated Canterbury, it was so dead at night, like a ghost town, so we decided to move to Herne Bay...
George applied for the job and met with David Cain...

Yes, I'll give you a go.

And that's how it started!

I was just practising really, practising to be good, haha!

Yes, I'll give you a go.

The thing is... you do a two year course in photography, you think you're a photographer but you're not. You're rubbish. You've got no idea really, have you? I used to work in the arcade, I wasn't supposed to be taking photographs, so I used to take my camera down sneakily and take a few photographs. That's it really.

I was just practising really, practising to be good, haha!
I think photography is at its best when it's **recording**, you know, when it's a **record of something**. I don't like art photography; I think photography does one thing really well, **recording an event**. And that's what I did really; I didn't think that the photographs would be used or have any future, it was just what I did at the time.

I think it would be impossible to make this work now because they'd just throw you out. But they couldn't throw me out 'cos I used to work there. That's the advantage, Haha!
Imagine you’ve just leaned your BMX up against the wall. Walked past the teenage mods sitting outside on their scooters, strolled past the double bubble gum machine and into Herne Bay’s fairground arcade... What would you see?

In July 2016 George deposited his photographs into the SEAS Archive... so that they could be made available as part of the photographic record of British seaside culture.

When we look at them they offer a different yet complementary perspective to Ira Nowinski’s work... prompting us to think of the differences and similarities between play cultures.

We’re indebted to George for making his photographs available. The fact is that images of British arcades are so rarely seen... especially with such a coherent voice and dedication to documentary photography.

So, let’s take a visit to the British seaside arcades of the early 1980s, as seen by George Wilson!
This really did represent a point where tomorrow’s world of technology was suddenly available to the masses... and a point where analogue and digital games sat - often uneasily - besides one another...

We see the presence of gambling machines...

We see arcade workers, managers and operators - custodians of the arcade - let’s not underestimate their influence on the arcade...

And we see kids just hanging around the arcades, watching other people play and helping the managers with various tasks.
We see the centrality of gambling within the arcade - and the spectatorship of gambling (and other play). We see groups and gangs of children and adolescents. Note the crowd in the back at the change booth.
Arcades were often spaces for adolescent posturing.* There'd be lots of smoking...

Hard glances, threatening stares, and pecking orders to be observed...

These were quite relative, and often dependent on age...

There'd be ownership of space, leaning on machines and loitering...

And not to mention nudges, tricks and cheats to get money out of machines...

It was a space you could grow up in.

*Growing up with an older sister who also hung around the arcades, I know that girls did all this just as much as the boys.
they were places to go, to watch and be seen, even long after you'd run out of money.
they were about the games, about technology, about the excitement of a fruit machine jackpot.
...or a place to **have a cup of tea**, **spend time with friends** and **win big on the bingo**.
Oh it'd be impossible to make this body of work now... because they'd just throw you out. But they couldn't throw me out 'cos I used to work there, that's the advantage (laughs).

George is much more circumspect about the significance of arcades than I am...

Look at the tat! All the rubbish they used to play the bingo for, all the cuddly toys, and food, and knick-knacks, and odd items! They'd play for a whole afternoon then go and pick up a tin of corned beef. It was ludicrous really.

I don't think arcades were particularly important at all really. I think they were just a haven for young people. Young people used to go in there, they used to meet, have a cup of tea, coffee, and play the machines. And of course the holiday visitors, what few visitors we used to have to Herne Bay in those days, used to go and play in there as well. But the biggest part about the arcade was the bingo, that was the lifeblood of the arcade.

So the arcades were never only about the games, never really about the prizes, they were about the people that spent time in them...

Who owned and worked in them...

Who valued them as spaces for play...

It was always the people that mattered most...

And it is those people's stories that still need to be told to capture a history of the arcade.
So, there we have it. We’ve had a glimpse into the British arcades of the early 1980s. It’s just a taster though. There are many more photographs in George’s collection...

We’ve heard a bit about the similarities and differences between the ways that arcades were perceived in different countries...

And the reasons that I’m doing Arcade Tales as a project.

I hope that you can see that arcades are far more important than the games they contain.

That even in the bleak cold of a British winter arcades remained a beacon - places not just about games and play but for people and for community...

And I think we can all understand that...

No matter where we come from.

I hope you’ve found this issue of Arcade Tales interesting. If you have please do get in touch. We’re keen to connect with people from around the world to continue to explore the social history of the arcade...

We believe that it’s time to develop an international arcade research network. Something I hope to be able to tell you about in a future edition of Arcade Tales!

So, do please get in touch on: alan.meades@canterbury.ac.uk

www.arcadetales.com

And remember... these are your tales, your arcades, our history!
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